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As the first temporary thematic exhibition since the opening of the Musée Yves Saint 

Laurent Paris in October 2017, “Yves Saint Laurent: Dreams of the Orient” will 

bring together approximately fifty high fashion designs inspired by India, China 

and Japan. For the first time, these pieces from the collection of the Museum will 

be displayed in dialogue with Asian artworks borrowed from the Musée national 

des arts asiatiques - Guimet and private collectors bringing new perspectives on the 

couturiers’s work. 
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In curatorial collaboration with the musée 
national des arts asiatiques - Guimet In partnership with
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“I approached every country through dreams.”

Yves Saint Laurent

“Asia has long exerted a fascination on European artists. In his collections, 

Yves Saint Laurent delivers a personal vision of it, built on a thorough 

knowledge of its story, its culture and its art”

Aurélie Samuel, 

Director of Collections at the Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris

Curator of the exhibition
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India, China and Japan

Yves Saint Laurent offers both a literary and imaginary vision of Asia. All along his 

career, he has looked at Indian, Chinese and Japanese traditional clothing, to bring to 

life high fashion creations. Since his first collections, he has reinterpreted the sumptuous 

cloaks from Indian sovereigns. Then, Imperial China inspired the Autumn-Winter 1977 

Collection, for which he gave a theatrical and transformed image of the country. This 

same year, the creator drew attention to his Asian influences through a new fragrance. 

The “sulphurous” Opium sparked a controversy, which awarded it a worldly success. 

Fascinated by Japan and especially the Kabuki theatre, he will later revisit the kimono.

1 - Previous page : Yves Saint Laurent in his appartment, 5 rue de Babylone, Paris, 1977 
Background : gold and red lacquered wooden Buddha of the Ming Dynasty, 16th century 
© Photo André Perlstein private Collection
2 - Yves Saint Laurent, Illustration sketch, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent

Yves Saint Laurent: Dreams of the Orient

Imaginary travels

Thanks to his “imaginary travels”, Yves Saint 

Laurent delivered, throughout his collections, 

a dreamed vision of faraway countries, tainted 

by knowledge drawn from both his lectures 

and a direct approach of the works of art. The 

designer undoubtedly dived deep into the local 

traditions, explored the folklore, contorted the 

clichés to suggest a sublimated depiction of 

traditional clothing. Among his “exoticisms”, 

Asia is a recurring theme throughout his work.
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India

“I only have to look at a very beautiful book about India to draw as if I had been there. 

That is the role of the imagination.” 

Yves Saint Laurent
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From the Princely attire...

Yves Saint Laurent revisited the sumptuous 

gowns worn by sovereigns of North India 

into an elegant and dreamlike vision. 

He developed a taste for precious gold 

brocaded silks, metallic relief embroideries 

and sophisticated garments decorated 

with jewel-buttons inherited from the 

princely costumes of the Mughal court, 

a dynasty that ruled over India from the 

16th to the 19th century. The designer also 

reinterpreted the use of the jewels through 

his use of boteh, a floral motif in the shape 

of a palm – an emblem of royal power - 

which he uses notably as an ornament for 

turbans (sarpech). 4

India was one of Yves Saint Laurent’s major sources of inspiration. His knowledge of the 

country was primarily based on the books he owned, which included several reference 

books. As early as the spring-summer 1962 collection, he was reinterpreting clothing from 

the imperial wardrobe through a personal and feminine take on the traditional Indian 

coat. For his last collection in 2002, he presented several draped dresses which built on 

the fundamentals of the sari, the traditional dress of South India.

3 - Previous page : Left : Short evening suit, Spring-Summer 1982 Haute Couture collection
Right : Long evening dress, Autumn-Winter 1969 Haute Couture collection, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre 
4 - Yves Saint Laurent, Illustration sketch, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent



... to the traditional sari

Yves Saint Laurent also drew his inspiration from the traditional outfits of Indian 

Hindus. He offered a refined reinterpretation of the draped dress worn by Indian 

women, the sari, woven in the finest muslin, the subtle transparency of which suggested 

the body without revealing it. The distinction between the North Indian sewn suit and 

the South Indian draped suit is reminiscent of that between the atelier tailleur and the 

atelier flou in the workshops of a haute couture house.

5

Inside the exhibition, Yves Saint Laurent’s creations are presented in dialogue with 

sumptuous 18th and 19th century outfits as well as a silver equestrian statuette or the 

grandiose palace doors from Rajasthan whose ornaments resemble the ones drawn 

by the couturier. The aesthetic link also applies to original sketches shown next to 

meticulous Indian miniature drawings.

5

5 - Sketch of an evening dress, Autumn-Winter 1986 Haute Couture collection, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent
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China

“Beijing, however, remains a dazzling memory. This China I had so often interpreted in my 

creations, I found it exactly as I had imagined it. A picture book is allmy imagination needs 

from my spirit to blend into a place, or into a landscape[…] I don’t feel any need to go there. I 

have already dreamt about it so much ...”

Yves Saint Laurent

With the exception of his 1985 exhibition in Beijing, Yves Saint Laurent never travelled to 

China. Through his vast collection of books, films, and the Chinese artworks he owned with 

Pierre Bergé, he constructed an imaginary China mainly present in the Autumn-Winter 1977 

collection, but also found as early as in his Autumn-Winter 1970 collection.
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Imperial China

Inspired by China, Yves Saint Laurent was prompted 

to create loose-fitting clothing, characteristic of 

Chinese garments, which indicated the wearer’s 

social status.

If the shape evoked the traditional jacket worn 

by Han women (the majority ethnic group in 

continental China), Saint Laurent only retained the 

garment’s straight cut, volume, and wide sleeves 

while retaining the Western construction technique. 

Moreover, Saint Laurent’s “chinoises” designs seem 

to follow in the tradition of the Beijing Opera, 

which sought not to recreate an authentic historical 

garment but to produce an aesthetic effect that 

highlighted the actors’ movements. 7

6 - Previous page : Evening ensembles, Autumn-Winter 1970 Haute Couture collection, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
7 - Illustration sketch of an evening ensemble, Autumn-Winter 1977 Haute Couture collection, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent



« From the blur of my shredded 
brain resurface all the dynasties, 
their fury, their arrogance, their 
nobility, their grandeur. I finally 
manage to pierce the secret of 
the Imperial City from which I 
unleash my aesthetic ghosts, my 
queens, my divas my whirlwind 
of celebration, my Chinese ink 
and crepe de Chine nights, my 

Coromandel lacquer, my artificial 
lakes, and my hanging gardens“ 

Yves Saint Laurent
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Bringing together haute couture outfits with dresses and dragon-motif jackets borrowed 

from private collectors allows us to understand how Yves Saint Laurent evoked China by 

constantly reinterpreting it, as demonstrated by the prints or motifs in his creations which 

take on those of ancient China visible on certain vases of the Han dynasty or on jade-

marbled Bi disc from the culture of Liangzhu (3300-2400 BC).

Floral China

In his Chinese-inspired designs, Yves Saint 

Laurent repeatedly used floral prints that 

explicitly referenced the Far East. The floral 

pattern in his autumn-winter 1970 collection 

seems to evoke his personal take on the 

iconography of informal bianfu gowns (casual 

garments), which were characterized by the 

varied, free-flowing pattern of brightly colored 

flowers. The overall shapes of the garment 

echoed both Asia and the world of the steppes 

through the use of a loose tunic, a long blouse 

and T-shaped sleeves. The collar, which fastened 

on the side, evoked the dragon robes of the 

Manchurian dynasty (1644-1912). 8
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8 - Detail of an evening ensemble, Autumn-Winter 1970 Haute Couture collection, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris 
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
9 - Evening Ensemble, Autumn-Winter 1977 Haute Couture collection, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
10 - Lidded vase, China, Han Dynasty, 1st - 2nd century AD, Sam et Myrna Mayers collection © photo Thierry Ollivier
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Opium

“I chose to name this perfume Opium because I deeply hoped that its incandescent powers 

could unleash the divine fluids, magnetic waves, spit curls, and seductive charms that lead to 

falling madly in love, immediate attraction, and deadly ecstasy

when a man and a woman first look at each other.”  

Yves Saint Laurent

The story of a success

In October 1977, Yves Saint Laurent launched his new fragrance Opium at 5, avenue 

Marceau. Ever the cultivated aesthete, he was heavily involved in the perfume’s creation. 

He drew, wrote, and approved every stage in the development process, from the 

bottle (ill. 12) to the press kit (ill. 13). The museum still holds dozens of drawings and 

documents which bear witness to the involvement of the couturier – presented for the 

first time in such an comprehensive manner. A short film prepared specifically for the 

exhibition also details all the stages of the creation of this perfume.

11
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11 - Previous page : Bottle of the fragrance Opium, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
12 - Research sketch for the launch of Opium, circa 1977-1978, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris 
© Yves Saint Laurent 
13 - Research sketch for the launch of Opium, circa 1977, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris 
© Yves Saint Laurent



A scandal in the United-States

Opium did not reach America until September 1978, during a spectacular launch party 

organized on a Junk boat in New York Harbor. The American Coalition Against Opium 

and Drugs waged a campaign against Opium alongside Chinese-American associations, 

which viewed the name as a diplomatic provocation. The fragrance remains one of the 

most successful creations in the history of perfume.
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Different versions of the famous bottle designed in collaboration with Pierre Dinand 

are presented alongside real Japanese inrô from the Edo and Meiji periods (17th-19th 

centuries). Saint Laurent was immediately enchanted with the bottle, which inspired the 

fragrance’s name. The advertising campaign was subversive and powerful. The Helmut 

Newton photograph of Jerry Hall, and the MAFIA agency’s provocative slogan “Opium, 

for those who are addicted to Yves Saint Laurent” at once intrigued people, created 

desire, and caused an unparalleled scandal.

14

14 - Press kit for the fragrance Opium, 1978, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris 
© Yves Saint Laurent
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Japan

“I sought out Japan early on and was immediately fascinated by this ancient and modern 

country, and ever since I have been influenced by it on many occasions. Others before me 

shared this admiration: Monet, Van Gogh and all the art-deco artists who were so important 

for our time. Today, Japan continues to grow and has succeeded in the supreme miracle of 

celebrating the alliance of the past and present.”  

Yves Saint Laurent

Fascinated by the Edo period (1600-1868) caracterized by a progressive emancipation 

of the arts from imperial power and by the golden era of Kabuki theatre, Yves Saint 

Laurent revisited Japan’s traditionnal garment, the kimono. With its T shape, Saint 

Laurent conceived a version that preserves the fluidity of its lines, accompanying the 

silhouette in the movement instead of constraining it. While it reflected the ancestral 

quintessence of Japan and its delicate refinement, Yves Saint Laurent’s interpretation of 

the kimono was nonetheless a unique creation. 

14

Pierre Bergé and Yves Saint Laurent, a 

couple fond of japanese culture

For Yves Saint Laurent, Japan served as 

both the starting point for a design and 

an homage to the graceful courtesans 

who wandered the narrow streets of 

Gion, a special district in Kyoto that Saint 

Laurent and Pierre Bergé visited. Pierre 

Bergé explained: «We were passionate 

about Kyoto and everything happening 

in Gion. I’ve been to Japan a lot. It is my 

favourite country. ». Within the exhibition, 

the dialogue between Yves Saint Laurent’s 

creations and traditional Japanese outfits 

bear witness to this passion, such as a 

superb uchikake kabuki costume or the 

selection of prints representing courtesans. 16

15 - Previous page : Evening Ensembles, Autumn-Winter 1994 Haute Couture collection, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre 
16 - Yves Saint Laurent and a courtesane wearing traditional garments during his first trip to Kyoto, Japan, April 1963 
© All rights reserved
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Japan dreamed by artists

Nature holds a significant place in Japanese art 

and irises constitute a recurring theme popu-

larized in Europe particularly by the prints of 

Hokusai. This prolific artist was collected and 

copied by the greatest European painters such 

as Van Gogh, who himself inspired Yves Saint 

Laurent for his embroidered jacket with iris 

motifs, made in 1988. Antique objects such as 

lacquered tea trays or boxes lent by the Musée 

national des arts asiatiques - Guimet perfectly 

illustrate this theme. 
19

17 18

17 - Uchikake kabuki costume, edo period (1603-1868), collection Sam and Myrna Myers 
© photo Thierry Ollivier
18 - Evening ensemble inspired from Japan, worn by Diana Bienvenu, Autumn-Winter 1994 Haute Couture collection, Inter-Continental 
hotel, paris, July 1994, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Guy Marineau
19 - Short evening ensemble, Spring-Summer 1988 Haute Couture collection, tribute to Vincent Van Gogh, Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre



Exhibition Catalogue

L’Asie rêvée d’Yves Saint Laurent

Éditions Gallimard, 32 euros

Yves Saint Laurent: Dreams of the Orient

Thames and Hudson, 35 euros 

Conferences

The Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris plans to offer activities allowing the public to 

further its understanding of Saint Laurent’s body of work, the history of fashion, 

and the museum’s entire collection.

Information and booking on the museum’s website

www.museeyslparis.com

Beyond the exhibition
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Access
Métro line 9, station Alma-Marceau

RER C, station Pont de l’Alma

Bus lines 42, 63, 72, 80, 92, Alma-Marceau stop

Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris

5 avenue Marceau

75116 Paris - France

+33 (0)1 44 31 64 00

contact@museeyslparis.com

Admission prices
Full-price admission

Reduced admission for visitors between 10-18 years old, teachers, 

and students (upon presentation of valid proof no more than one 

year old)

Children under 10 years old, art history/fashion students, unemployed 

visitors, physically-disabled visitors and one accompanying person, 

professional journalists with a valid press ID card, ICOM-ICOMOS 

cardholders, and Association des Amis de la Fondation Pierre Bergé – 

Yves Saint Laurent and Association des Amis de la Fondation Jardin 

Majorelle cardholders

(upon presentation of valid proof no more than one year old)

10 €

7 €

Free

Visitor information

Opening hours
Open Tuesday to Sunday, 11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. (last entry at 5:15 p.m.).

Open Friday until 9:00 p.m. (last entry at 8:15 p.m.).

Closed on Monday and January 1, May 1, and December 25.

Early closing at 4:30 p.m. on December 24 and 31.
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